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Abstract
TheUnitedNations identifies ensuring ‘access to affordable, reliable, sustainable andmodern energy
for all’ as one of its SustainableDevelopmentGoals for 2030. This article focuses on the comparatively
under-investigated question of reliability within the broader goal.We empirically study experienced
household electricity reliability using common frameworks in key countries such as Tanzania, Kenya,
and India. Datasets represent a diverse set of technologies including solar home systems (SHS), solar
pico-grids, and national electricity grids. First, the prevailing reliabilitymetrics—SAIDI and SAIFI—
aremeasured for all datasets. Informed by critical assessments, this article then proposes a suite of new
metrics that facilitate improved reliability comparisons by considering the reasons, timing, and
fairness of outage distribution. Analyses using our proposedmetrics reveal key policy implications for
addressing energy poverty in theGlobal South. Acknowledging that the systems studied provide
different capacity, affordability, and carbon footprints, wefind that on average, SHS provided
comparable hours of lighting to local grid connections, however SHS outages were less equally
distributed than those fromother sources. In addition, calculations of grid reliability were highly
sensitive tomeasurement techniques and assumptions used, necessitating high resolution data for
policy decisions. Finally, economically driven outages conspicuous in pre-paid SHS systems (i.e.,
disconnections for non-payment) composed a significant portion of experienced unreliability. These
findings quantify the important contribution of demand-side affordability to experienced household
reliability, thereby allowing for a comprehensive understanding of the reliability of SDG7.

1. Introduction

Access tomodern energy services underpins progress in all areas of development including economic growth,
education, public safety, gender equity, and access towater and health services (Sovacool 2012, SDG7Technical
AdvisoryGroup 2021). Therefore, theUnitedNations (UN) included a goal of ensuring ‘access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable, andmodern energy4 for all’ in its 2030Agenda for SustainableDevelopment, aka SDG7
(UNGeneral Assembly 2015). TheWorld Bank (WB) stated thatwith 11 years left to achieve the goal, 759
million people lacked electricity access, indicating themagnitude of SDG7’s ambition (World Bank 2021). 76%
of that unelectrified population lived in twenty developing5 countries in Sub-SaharanAfrica (SSA) or SouthAsia.
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The goal includes access to clean fuels and technologies for cooking; however, this article focuses exclusively on electricity access.
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for All’s definition of low-energy-access countries (Utilities 2.0, 2019, p. 14).
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TheCOVID-19 crisis has further challenged electrification efforts, even reversing progress in several SSA
countries. ‘At today’s rate of progress, theworld is not on track to achieve SDG7’ (World Bank 2021). Therefore
all electricity access optionsmust be considered.

Alstone et al presented a framework that conceptualizes the options for gaining electricity access as a
continuumof solutions ranging frompersonal ‘nano’ grids to solar-home-systems (SHS), tominigrids, to
utility-scale systems (Alstone et al 2015). The International Energy Agency (IEA) reports that ‘decentralized
solutions are the least-cost way to provide power tomore than half of the population gaining access by 2030’
(IEA 2022). As ofDecember 2018, 108million people globally were living in a householdwith improved energy
access through decentralized solar systems (GOGLA2019). Rather than a universally appropriate approach
(Bhattacharyya and Palit 2021), decentralized systems have a substantial role in energy access efforts alongside
grid extension, particularly in the short term and in rural areas (Carvallo et al 2019). In their rise, decentralized
systems challenge prior assumptions about energy systems and techniques used tomeasure them.

Several organizations have since put forward frameworks to define energy access beyond just the number of
connections6. Starting in 2010, Practical Action’s Poor People’s EnergyOutlook series presents an Energy Access
Index that setsminimum standards and distinguishes levels of access in terms of household fuels, electricity, and
mechanical power (Practical Action 2014). Themost common framework is ESMAP’s (TheWorld Bank’s
Energy SectorManagement Assistance Program)Multi-tier Framework (MTF) (Bhatia andAngelou 2015). It
states: ‘To bemeaningful for households, productive enterprises and community facilities, the energy supply
supporting that accessmust have a number of attributes: itmust be adequate in quantity, available when needed,
of good quality, reliable, convenient, affordable, legal, healthy, and safe.’Their ‘tiers of access’ framework
recognizes that not allmodes of access are equivalent, partitioning tiers—which rank from0 (lack of electricity
in anymeaningful form) to 5 (aspirational goal for access)—based on attribute thresholds.

While reliability is included in the text of both the SustainableDevelopment Goal andESMAP’sMTF, it is
understudied in comparison towealth of research on energy access overall. Additionally, literature highlights the
insufficiency of the prevailingmethods for comparing reliability. Several authors have discussed the arbirarity of
MTF tier thresholds, applying to only two of the six tiers of access (Aklin et al 2016, Groh et al 2016, Ayaburi et al
2020). Jacome et al focuses on the dearth of information about reliability experienced by households (Jacome
et al 2019).

Tofill these key knowledge gaps, this research provides an empirical comparison of household electricity
reliability across the continuumof energy access solutions.Wefirstmeasure the reliability of SHS, solar pico-
grids (SPG), and national electricity grids using primary and secondary data from three key energy access
countries: Tanzania, Kenya, and India.We then critically assess the prevailing reliabilitymetrics (SAIDI and
SAIFI) and introduce a suite of newmetrics that examine the reasons, timing, and fairness of outage distribution.
Analyses using our proposedmetrics inform four key policy implications for addressing energy poverty in the
Global South:

1. Studies that evaluate the impacts of unreliability need high temporal and spatial resolution data directly
measured on the communities of interest.

2. For household electricity access in particular, the existing reliability metrics (SAIDI, SAIFI, Multi-Tier
Framework) are insufficient for informing SDG7 policy decisions.

3. The affordability of energy access solutions is already becoming as important as access to the solutions.

4. Fairness and inequality must be at the forefront of efforts to improve the service quality of electricity
solutions in Sub- SaharanAfrica.

2. Context and gaps

Most energy access literature that references reliability and decentralized systems identifies the opportunities for
decentralized renewable energy (DRE) systems to provide improved reliability in the context of non-existent or
unreliable centralized power grids at similar or lower costs (Lahimer et al 2013, Lee andCallaway 2018,Mandelli
et al 2016, Numminen and Lund 2019,Utilities 2.0 2019,World Bank 2017). However, several authors such as
Numminen and Lund (2019),Wolfram (2016), Barman et al (2017), and Yaqoot et al (2016) reveal concerns
about the level of service and reliability ofDRE systems in practice, particularly through narratives of unreliable

6
Even the definition of grid ‘access’ changeswith location. E.g., the Rural ElectrificationAgency (REA) of Kenya, considers households

within 600meters of a transformer as having ‘access’ regardless of the presence of electrical wiring inside the household. ‘Connected’ is used
to designate what the broader literature implies when using the term ‘access’ [via personal communicationwith REA staff in 2018]. In India,
an entire village is considered electrified if distribution lines are present, and electricity is provided to public buildings - such as schools and
health centres - and only 10%of the households (‘Definition of ElectrifiedVillage,’n.d.; Harish et al., 2014).
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SHS. Their concerns can be partially attributed to the poor quality of the first products to enter thesemarkets, as
well as counterfeit products, (GOGLA 2019, Saini et al 2019) but there remains a troubling lack of quantification
of the reliability and service quality ofDREwrit large.

An absence of transparency, standards, and reporting persists across the off-grid solar sector (Practical
Action 2014, Yaqoot et al 2016) despite efforts such as LightingGlobal’s solar product verification program,
‘resulting in huge discrepancies in reportedmetrics andmistrust among stakeholders’ (Lee et al 2019).
‘Technical reliability studies are rareK even though service quality analyses would be important to help in
capturing the full potential of these systems in the future’ (Numminen and Lund 2019). Even formany utility
grids in developing countries, there is almost no data on electricity reliability for even themost basic patterns of
outages (Lee et al 2017) and public information is rarely available (Klugman et al 2014,Mann et al 2016). This
dearth of data severely limits our ability tomeasure the reliability of electricity access in efforts to achieve SDG7.

Prior economics literature evidences the severenegative impacts of electricity unreliability using adiverse set of
approaches (Gertler et al2017). Research ranges from the impact ongross-domestic product (Andersen and
Dalgaard 2013), to businesses and industry (Moyo2013,WorldBank2017), household incomes (Chakravorty et al
2014), andhealth (Adair-Rohani et al2013, Burlando2014). Literature on thewillingness topay for increased
reliability, even infinancially constrained environments, quantifies the value that households andbusinesses place on
reliability (Graber et al2018,Amoah et al2019, Jacome et al2019,Zemo et al2019).With such large potential impacts
on energypoverty, it is vital that reliability ismeasured and evaluated accordingly.

The prevailingmethods ofmeasuring distribution grid reliability, SAIDI (SystemAverage Interruption
Duration Index) and SAIFI (SystemAverage Interruption Frequency Index) detailed in section 3.1, are not
without their own critiques. Nateghi et al (2016) critiques how reliability standards andmetrics in theUnited
States insufficiently internalize the impacts and risk of large exogeneous disturbances such as natural disasters.
Heylen et al 2019 article critiques the lack of quantifying fairness in the context of power system reliability and
proposes both variance-based andGini-basedmetrics fromwhich our proposed fairness and inequalitymetrics
in section 4.2.3 build. These critiques, however, still fail to evaluate the usefulness of the prevailingmethods
when applied on energy systems in developing countries, or on decentralized systems.Harish et al (2014)notes
that the prevailingmethods have the potential tomisrepresent experience unreliability qualitatively, especially at
themagnitude common tomost developing countries. Thesemetrics need to bemore ‘informed by an
understanding of the context and the impacts on populations rather thanmerely number of hours of outages’
(Tait 2017). Reliability, as a popular concept, includesmany facets and is difficult to quantify andmeasure
especially at the household level (Tait 2017, Taneja 2017). However, it is vital that themetrics used can
sufficiently describe houseold reliability patterns and inequities, particularly for applied research and policy.

Therefore, this researchuniquelyfills the following literature gaps.While SHSare an increasingly large
contributor to global electricity access, therehave beenno systematic evaluationsofmeasured experienced reliability
forhouseholdswith SHS inAfricaprior to this article. In fact, there areno empirical comparisons of reliability
patterns across electricity access optionswhether decentralizedor centralized (Tait 2017,Numminen et al2018,
Numminen andLund2019). Additionally, the standard reliabilitymetrics designed for advancedpower systems face
challengeswhen applied tounderdeveloped, unreliable grids anddecentralized systemsproviding electricity access.
Bydocumenting and surmounting these challengeswith validated, transparent, and systematicmethods, this
researchdemonstrates significant advantages over other existing literature on electricity reliability in the global south.

This article presents several novel and insightful contributions. First, it quantitatively compares customers’
experienced reliability across different technologies using a common framework, including adetailed evaluationof
experiencedSHS reliability.Wefind that, on average, SHS inourdata sets provided comparable outage frequencies to
their local grids, but thedistributionwas less equal than for other sources. Second, it shows that the geographic scope,
temporal granularity, and level of the electricity grid strongly impact the size andvariability of grid reliability
measurements.This variation inmeasured reliability indicates that assessments of the fairness of access require
relatively high spatial and temporal resolution. Finally, it proposes newreliabilitymetrics that evaluate three key
overlooked factors: outage cause, timing, and the fairness of outagedistribution.We show that, after categorizing SHS
outages by their cause (solar resource availability, failure topay/economic, or technical failure), each categoryhas
strongly different patterns across space and time.Thisfinding indicates that charting apath to improved reliability
requires careful considerationofwhat characteristics of unreliability onewishes to address. For example, economic
outages (loss of service due to failure to pay bills) are conspicuousdrivers of pay-as-you-go (PAYGo, pre-pay)SHS
customers’ experienced reliability but are rarely considered in reliabilitymetrics andbroader reliability literature.
Moreover, due to solar resource availability, SHSoutage timing is strongly biased towards early evening relative to
othermodes of access. This suggests social impacts that fall onhousehold activities such as evening chores and
homework, andpoints toward a focuson improving systemsizing rather than technical failure rates tomanage
reliability impacts for these customers.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows; section 3 describes ourmethods by reviewing and
critiquing reliabilitymetrics and introducing the data sources; section 4 analyzes the data using existing
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reliability indicators and proposes newmetrics for evaluation; section 5 details policy implications for
addressing energy poverty; section 6 notes limitations and opportunities for future work; and section 7
concludes this study.

3.Methods

Tomatch this article’s intentions of investigating the reliability of SDG7with themethods available, we define
and advance the term ‘experienced household reliability’. It is a composite concept consisting of supply and
demand-side issues that both prevent households from turning on their lights and accessing the benefits of
electricity. Rather than assessing bulk system reliability (generation-side on grids), experienced reliability aligns
most closely with distribution-side grid reliabilitymetrics representing the supply reliability of the electricity
access solution.Our concept then adds demand-side components relevant to households’ experiences of their
electricity. Section 3.2.2’s differentiation of the reasons for outages and their quantitative analysis in section 4.2.1
expand upon and justify this terminology. For if power technically available, but not accessible to households,
the goals of SDG7will not truly be achieved.

3.1. Reviewing themethods used formeasuring reliability in literature
Themajority of existing reliability literature investigates issues in developed countries by evaluating bulk power
system reliability trends over space and time (Eto et al 2012,Dunn et al 2019), predicting interruptions using
maintenance orweather data (Larsen et al 2016), or evaluating the impact of renewables (Lin et al 2014). Amore
recent trend distinguishes resilience from reliability (Hossain et al 2021). Fewer studies empirically evaluate
reliability on electricity grids or decentralized energy systems in developing countries, and no prior reviews of
methods exist. In response, table 1 summarizes the academic literature that evaluates reliability in developing
countries, highlighting themethods andmetrics used.We used the following criterion for inclusion in this
review: peer-reviewed journal articles or conference papers, published between 2010 and 2021, provided an
empirical evaluation of reliability, and located in a developing country. This review primarily focuses on studies
located in SSA and is only representative (not comprehensive) of the extensive literature located in India or
literature that relies exclusively on surveyed reliability.

Table 1 confirm’s Kennedy et al’sfinding thatmost studies survey respondents for their perception of power
availability (Kennedy et al 2020). Accurate values of reliability from individual recall are notoriously poor
therefore limiting the insights available from survey-based studies (Kennedy et al 2020).

While table 1 shows a diversity ofmetrics used in academic literature, the global prevailingmetrics are
defined in the IEEE 1366Guide for Electric PowerDistributionReliability Indices. Thesemetrics represent the
total duration (SAIDI, equation (1)) and frequency (SAIFI, equation (2)) of electricity interruptions normalized
per customer over one year, where an interruption is a total loss of electrical power ignoring power quality issues
(IEEE 1366 2012). See supplemental information (available online at stacks.iop.org/ERC/4/055001/mmedia)
section 3 (SI.3-4) for detailedmethods. Therefore, SAIDI can be interpreted as the total hours of outages
experienced by an average customer in one year, and SAIFI as the total number of outages experienced by an
average customer in one year. Their strength lies in their ability to compare the reliability of different sized
electricity systems by normalizing by customers served.

SAIDI
Customer Minutes of Interruption

Total Number of Customers Served
1( )=

S

SAIFI
Total Number of Customer Interruptions

Total Number of Customers Served
2( )=

S

TheWorld Bank’s Doing Business Survey has increased the prominence of SAIDI and SAIFI in the
developingworld. By rating and ranking countries around theworld on the ease of doing business, theWorld
Bank strongly influences global regulatory policies and investments (Doshi et al 2019). ‘Getting Electricity’ is a
major rating topic, and it includes SAIDI and SAIFI as reported by local utilities.

3.2.Methods used formeasuring reliability in this article
The following analysis uses data-intensivemethods informed by related literature tomeasure and compare the
reliability of experienced household electricity access using common frameworks.

3.2.1. SAIDI and SAIFI status quo comparison
There is a clear opportunity to document the reliability of decentralized systems alongside their local grids in
peer-reviewed literature using thewell-respected andwidely used IEEEmetrics. Table 1 finds no other articles
that calculate SAIDI and SAIFI using the IEEE standard for decentralized systems usingmeasured data, therefore
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further highlighting the unique contribution of this work. Therefore, our preliminary analysis of the reliability of
household electricity access in Tanzania, Kenya, and India provides a status quo analysis and calculates SAIDI
and SAIFI from empirical data using the validated IEEE 1366modeling approach transparently detailed in SI.3.
However, there are challenges in applying these standardmetrics designed for large, grid-scale power systems in
wealthier countries to smaller electricity systems (including decentralized systems) in developing countries. In
addition, none of themetrics of which the authors are aware of consider the distributional effects, causes, or
timing of outagesmotivating our proposedmetrics in sections 3.2.2–4 and analysis in section 4. The remainder
of this section summarizes how SAIDI and SAIFI are defined in the standard, indicating when their
interpretation needs further refinement for energy systems in developing countries and for decentralized
systems providing energy access.

First, since SAIDI and SAIFIwere designed to represent the quality of a provider’s normal operating service,
their calculation in IEEE 1366 included a statisticalmethod to distinguish and remove the effect of extreme
events, ormajor event days (MED), that are out of the control of the provider. These include hurricanes,
monsoons, and other large natural disasters (IEEE 1366 2012).We refer readers toNateghi et al (2016) and their
extensive investigation of the impact ofMEDs on reliabilitymetrics in theUS. The proceeding analysis follows
the industry standard of reporting values excludingMEDs to investigate operating reliability.

Second, thesemetrics were designed tomeasure the delivery of electricity to paying customers. If a
household does not have themeans to pay for electricity even temporarily, and is therefore disconnected for
non-payment, they are no longer included in the customer base. These ‘economic outages’ are still impactful and
should be considered in a rights-based assessment of reliability such as that implied by SDG7. They exhibit the
distinction between provided reliable electricity and experienced unreliable energy poverty. However, in the
absence of comprehensive data on the total household experience, reported reliability is approximated by
excluding timeswhen electricity usewas limited due to non-payment. The absence of economic outages is a

Table 1. Literature that empirically evaluates reliability in developing contexts uses diversemethods. Articles separated by the category and
specific type ofmetric used, andwhether the focus is on centralized or decentralized systems. Each article is denoted by its data collection
methodwhether through interviews or surveys (S), physicallymeasured (M), modelled or optimized (O), ormeasured using a proxy (P). The
World Bank Surveys used later this article are included here as reference points. For similar literature that did notmeet our inclusion
criterion:Mandelli et al 2016 presents an exhaustive review of articles that optimize or simulate systems in these contexts and use reliability as
a constraint rather than evaluating it empirically. Andersen andDalgaard 2013 andMoyo 2013 include additional economic literature that
uses survey and panel data to investigate the impact of unreliability on economic growth. See Jacome et al 2019 orQuetchenbach et al 2013
for literature on power quality issues in similar contexts. The ESMAPMTF’s attributes would be considered to encompass the ‘availability’,
‘hours at peak’, and ‘dayswith an outage’metrics.

Category Metric Literature—CentralizedGrid Literature—Decentralized

Duration out SAIDI Ayaburi et al 2020—S, Klugman et al 2019—

MS,Taneja 2017—SP,WBDoing Business

Survey

Hours out Correa et al 2018b—M,Farquharson et al 2018

—S,Moyo 2013—S,Niroomand and Jen-

kins 2020—S,WBEnterprise Survey

Moharil andKulkarni 2010—O,Nummi-

nen and Lund 2019—S

Duration on Availability Adair-Rohani et al 2013—S, Agrawal et al 2020

—S, Aidoo andBriggs 2018—SP, Chakra-

vorty et al 2014—S, Graber et al 2018—S,

Harish et al 2014—O,Kennedy et al 2020—

S,Murphy et al 2014—O, Pelz et al 2021—S,

Sharma et al 2020—S, Thomas andUrpelai-

nen 2018—S

Adair-Rohani et al 2013—S, Aklin et al 2021

—S, Aklin et al 2016—S, Barman et al

2017—S,Numminen and Lund 2019—S,

Numminen et al 2018—M,Graber et al

2018—S,Harish et al 2014—O,Murphy

et al 2014—O, Sharma et al 2020—S

Hours at peak Graber et al 2018—S, Sharma et al 2020—S Graber et al 2018—S

Frequency SAIFI Ayaburi et al 2020—S, Klugman et al 2019—

MS,Taneja 2017—SP,WBDoing Business

Survey

Dayswith an outage Mann et al 2016—P, Thomas andUrpelai-

nen 2018—S

Aklin et al 2021—S, Aklin et al 2016—S,

Numminen et al 2018—M

Outage Rate Andersen andDalgaard 2013—S, Correa et al

2018a—M,Chakravorty et al 2014—S, Ger-

tler et al 2017—M,Molebe et al 2018—M,

Niroomand and Jenkins 2020—S,

Taneja 2017—SP,WBEnterprise Survey

Murali et al 2015—S,Numminen et al 2018

—M

Demand Peak deficit Harish et al 2014—O Harish et al 2014—O

Fraction or prob-

ability of serving

demand

Kanase-Patil et al 2011—O, Lee et al 2014—

O, Lee andCallaway 2018—O,Moharil

andKulkarni 2010—O
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criticalflaw in econometric literature that uses the prevailingmetrics on a national-annual basis to investigate
the impact of reliability on household economic growth, income, health, and education.

The third issue addressed is the unit of analysis, which is set at the household and/ormeter. The IEEE
standard defines one residential electricity customer as onemeter or household rather than one individual. This
article follows the IEEE conventions but recognizes the limitations of using the household as the unit of analysis
in light of research and field observations on inequitable intra-household access to electricity, particularly for
women and children (Ghanadan 2004, Jacobson 2007, Klasen and Lahoti 2016).

Finally, in developing countries, the IEEE Standardmay be less likely to be followed and automatic
measurement is rare (Taneja 2017); data limitations aremore severe, includingmeasurement, collection, and
storage; and the outage profiles of off-grid solar+storage systems can bemore representative of usage data than
performance data (Lee andCallaway 2018). In response to these challenges, this article uses transparent
assumptions and standardized datamanagement practices detailed in SI.3-4. Doing so provides a uniquely
systematic analysis that uniformly evaluates the reliability of decentralized and centralized systems providing
energy access in Tanzania, Kenya, and India.

3.2.2. Proposedmetric 1
Reasons for the outage Compiling these unique data sources and comparing the reliability across different scaled
energy systems fills a critical gap in our understanding of the reliability of SDG7 in developing contexts.
However, SAIDI and SAIFI values designed tomeasure grids alone fail to reflectmany important aspects of
households’ experience of electricity reliability. The case of decentralized systemsmakes apparent the need to
differentiate between outages caused by different reasons.

In SHS, the reasons for electricity outages are very discernible to users. Resource outages beginwhen the
battery runs out for the night and are resolvedwhen the battery is recharged by the solar panel in themorning.
Extremely cloudyweather, such as duringmonsoon season,may extend the duration of these outages to several
days. Technical outages often occur suddenly caused by a short-circuit, over-voltage event, attempt at
manipulation, or another technicalmalfunction. Numminen and Lund (2019) additionally identified
‘operational’ outages where, for example, it takes several days for the correct personnel to arrive to the site to
determine the technical outage reason, andmore time for the correct part to be ordered and shipped to the rural
energy system’s location.Here, these are grouped into the duration of technical outages. Finally, we identify and
introduce the concept of economic outages, occurring when a PAYGo customer runs out of credit and resolves
when the customer tops-up thereby restoring power. As detailed earlier, economic outages are never included as
part of reliability evaluations of systems but are a crucial aspect of evaluating the household experience of
electricity reliability.

Table 2 expands the outage categorization of SHS into a generalizable framework for energy systems across
the continuumof solutions. For example, hydropower curtailed because of a drought would be considered a
resource outage.With the dominance of hydropower inAfrican grids, it is likely that resource constraints will
only becomemore pronouncedwith climate change. Similarly, load-shedding because of capacity constraints is
also considered as resource-driven because it derives from an imbalance between supply and demand. Planned
outages are resource-driven because they could bemodified or shifted7.

We expect that different scaled systems, particularly between off-grid and on-grid systems, will have
different proportions of the three distinct outage categories, each necessitating different solutions. However, all
reasonswill be present for all types of systems, and all contribute to total experienced electricity unreliability.
Charting a path to improved reliability for both households and systemoperators requires careful consideration
of what characteristics of unreliability onewishes to address.

3.2.3. Proposedmetric 2
Timing of outages The timing of power outages has been qualitatively asserted as important to the experience of
reliability (Tait 2017, Thomas andUrpelainen 2018, Dunn et al 2019, Zemo et al 2019), however empirical
investigations of outage patterns or predictability are rare. The examples that do exist are sparce in details. For
example, ESMAP’sMTF only separates ‘day’ and ‘evening’ in the reliability attribute. Tait (2017) andZemo et al
(2019) both note that the time of the day that outages occur andwhat backup fuels households use are key to
understanding impacts.Moreover, timing is a broad category of analysis rather than any specificmetric. The
‘timing’ of outages can include: the average/median start time of an outage, the consistency or predictability in
that start time, the probability that an outagewill occur, the value of themomentwhen an outage occurs, etc.
Load basedmetrics in the IEEE 1366 standard somewhat represent a revealed value of the time of day but

7
Both the IEEE 1366 Standard andTheDoing Business SurveyMethodology include all occasions when customers lose power including

planned and unplanned outages, as well as load shedding in theirmeasurement and calculation of SAIDI and SAIFI (‘Doing Business Survey
Methodology,’n.d.).
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consider each kVAof demand to be of equal value—omitting that a kVA for lighting or healthmight be
considered higher value than a kVA for entertainment.

To examinemultiple facets of the timing of outages, we propose twoways of depicting reliability timing
explored in section 4.2.2 and infigure 3. Thefirst shows the probability of being in an outage state at each hour of
the day. The second depicts the range of outage durations for each starting hour. Thesemetrics are applied to the
SHS, KPLC feeder, and ESMIKenya datasets. This novel empirical work validates pastmodel assumptions in
literature about the temporal patterns of reliability (Lee et al 2014).

3.2.4. Proposedmetric 3
Fairness of outage distribution.Of all our proposedmetrics, the fairness of outage distribution has been themost
previously researched, however never for decentralized systems.Heylen et al (2019) reviews various fairness
indices to assess the distribution of electricity reliability among end-users and recommends use of theGini index
and its corresponding Lorenz curves. These indices are: (i) themost usedmeasure of inequality in economic
contexts, (ii) have transparent graphical representations, and (iii) are easily interpretable and comparable.We
build from Jacobson et al (2005) andHeylen et al (2019) to evaluate the inequality of electricity reliability across
our datasets.

A typical Lorenz curve plots the cumulative share of the population on theX-axis against the cumulative
share of income on theY-axis. A perfectly equal share of income across a population results in a linewith a slope
of one. The greater the inequality in the sample, themore the curve bows down to theX-axis. Figure 4 adapts this
method to show the cumulative share of the population of the energy systemon theX-axis against aY-axis
measuring: A. the cumulative share of outage durations as a proxy for SAIDI, and B. the cumulative share of
outage frequencies as a proxy for SAIFI. Formally, this Lorenz curve can be expressed as:

L y
x d F x

3

y

0( )
( )

( )
ò

m
=

Where F(y) is the cumulative, continuous, distribution function of customers arranged in increasing
unreliability, andμ is the average.

3.3.Data sources
The primary and secondary datasets detailed below should be viewed as a unique collection of case studies in a
global study of the reliability of electricity access. Because of the variety across the case studies, conclusive
statistical comparisons or generalizationswould not be faithfully provided.We advise readers against
interpreting values from surveys as truth comparable tomeasured data. Rather, their value lies in their ability to
illuminate deeper understandings of reliability and patterns within datasets and broadly across the scale of
systems. The data sets from SHS inTanzania and grid feeders inNairobi, Kenya are highlighted as novel primary
data. Details on the scope,measurement, and links to availability of datasets are provided in SI.1 to assist future
research,filling a crucial gap in the availability of electricity reliabilitymeasurements in developing countries.
Figure 1 displays approximate locations of the energy systems studied.

Table 2.Outage categorization framework for systems providing energy access.

Outage categorization examples

Examples across

scale of systems

Resource (generation) generally avoid-
able or shiftable through planning

Technical (transmission,

distribution) Economic (billing)

Off-grid SHSwith

PAYGo financing

Battery capacity runs out for the night,

able to charge via solar the follow-

ing day

Fault, broken electrical

component

PAYGo customer does not put in

enough credit for 24/7 access

Off-grid, diesel

minigrid with

post-pay billing

Diesel fuel unavailable because of trans-

port difficulties (war, natural disaster,
road blockages). Load shedding during
peak hours due to capacity constraints

Fault, broken electrical

component

Post-pay customers have electricity

service cut off because of past

unpaid bills

Gridwith post-pay

billing (Sta-
tusQuo)

Hydropower cutailed because of

drought. Natural gas or heavy fuel oil

unavailable because of transport diffi-

culties. Planned outages for regular

maintenance. Load shedding due to

inadequate generation

Fault, broken electrical

component on transmis-

sion or distribution

Post-pay customers have their elec-

tricity service cut off because of

past unpaid bills. Utilities with tar-

iffs less than the cost of service use

blackouts to limit losses
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The data sources below are organized first in terms of location startingwith Tanzania, thenKenya, then
India.Within each country, data sources are organized by system size (from smallest to largest)where available.

3.3.1. Decentralized solar-home-systems (SHS) in Tanzania
Off-Grid Electric Ltd is an energy services company that provides home energy solutions based on solar and
storage technologies and PAYGomicro-financingmechanisms across SSA.Datawas collected from their solar-
plus-storage kits that range from30–120Wh, that are designed to provide 24/7 power for lighting, charging,
radio, TV, and other loads. The authors collected and summarized the primary systemdata for a non-random
sample of 417 SHS installed across 16 regions of Tanzania.

3.3.2. Centralized grid in Tanzania
TANESCO is the national electric utility formainland Tanzania. TANESCO’s grid reliability is reported in two
global surveys conducted by theWorld Bank included here as secondary sources: (i) the Enterprise Survey
(‘Enterprise SurveyMethodology,’ n.d,World Bank 2018a) is a firm-level, representative sample of an
economy’s private sector. Because businesses report their experienced reliability, this data is denoted as ‘from
Businesses’; (ii) theDoing Business Survey (‘Doing Business SurveyMethodology,’n.d,World Bank 2018b)
annually collects an array of policy and processmetrics relevant to starting and operating small andmedium
enterprises. Annual SAIDI and SAIFI values are requested from the distribution utility company in the largest
business city of each economy. These data points are denoted as ‘fromutilities’ because the utility reports its own
reliability.

The Electricity SupplyMonitoring Initiative (ESMI) led by the Prayas EnergyGroup (ESMIn.d ) provides an
additional secondary data source for the electricity grid in Tanzania through its real-time, open-source database
on supply interruptions and voltage levels at consumer locations (households and commercial). Their pilot ran
from January 2017 toMay 2018 recording data at twenty-five locations inDar es SalaamTanzania.

3.3.3. Centralized grid inKenya
Kenya Power and Lighting Company (KPLC) is the sole electricity distribution company inKenya operating the
interconnected grid aswell as several regional grids in northernKenya. Through a collaborationwithKPLC’s
Institute of Energy Studies andResearch, the authors acquired and summarized primary data on the reliability of
seven 11 kV feeders in the greaterNairobi area between June 2017 and July 2018. Primary data on the counts of
outage incidents on 323 feeders inNairobi over a two-year period are also summarized.

In addition to SAIDI and SAIFI collected from theWorld Bank Surveys, we also summarize Kenyan grid
reliabilitymeasured by the ESMIKenya Initiative on theirfifty-nine sensors in residential locations inNairobi
betweenNovember 2017 andOctober 2018.

3.3.4. Decentralized solar-pico-grids (SPG) in India
Numminen et al reported on reliability of seven low-power, direct current, solar-battery pico-grids in rural
northern India (Numminen et al 2018). The SPG supplied basic electricity services (lighting and phone

Figure 1.Approximate locations of data sources. SHS inTanzania are red and orange (distinguishing households and schools
respectively); SPG in India are yellow diamonds; ESMI household grid sensors in are circles in Tanzania (blue), Kenya (green), and
India (violet); buffers aroundKPLCFeeders inNairobi are purple; and country borders represent theWorld Bank Surveys. The
number of features represents the approximate numbers of sensors and is depicted by different sized icons. For all household systems,
a random adjustment of 10 kmwas added before clustering for confidentiality following the rural areamethodology ofUSAID’sDHS.
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charging) 24/7 but connectionswere limited to 30W. The data summaries inNumminen’s journal article and
supporting documentationwere summarized and reprintedwith permission.

3.3.5. Centralized grid in India
Secondary data on SAIDI and SAIFI representing the electricity grid of Indiawas compiled from theWorld Bank
Surveys and fromESMI. ESMI has over 437 locations across twenty-three states in India, eighteen of which are
within one-hundred kmofNumminen’s SPG in ruralUttar Pradesh. The data spans September 2015 to the
writing of this article.

In summary, the SHS andKPLCdata represent primary datasets collected by the authors; the SHS, SPG, and
ESMI datasets weremeasured at residential householdmeters; TheKPLC andDoing Business datasets were
measured at grid-level sensors, and the Enterprise dataset was from a representative survey of business owners.
All data sources are thoroughly described in SI for transparency. This article focuses on household-level
experienced electricity reliability in Tanzania, Kenya, and India. In comparison to the considerable literature
dedicated to SDG7 overall, experienced household-level reliability is under investigated, particularly in East
Africa. Rather than comparing customer classes, non-householdmeasurements are interpreted asfloors for
residential SAIDI/SAIFI in those same locations.

4. Analysis, results, and discussion

The following analyses seek only to compare the experienced reliability of household electricity—measured
intuitively bywhen households can turn on their lights—provided by the above systems supplying electricity
access.We acknowledge that different scaled systems can power different types of loads, are priced differently,
and range in the other attributes described by the ESMAPMTF.However, reliability comparisons using
common frameworks stillfill key gaps in the literature’s understanding of the reliability of SDG7.

4.1. Status quo: comparing SAIDI and SAIFI
Figure 2 reports the systematic calculations of SAIDI and SAIFI from each of the various datasets in Tanzania,
Kenya, and India usingmethods detailed in SI.2-4. Subsets are provided for regionswith a separation between
decentralized and centralized electricity sources.

An initial focus on the centralized grid reveals several interesting comparisons. The non-homogeneity of
electricity reliability ismade evident by the vast differences across sub-regions, depicting pockets of better
(orworse) grid reliability. The data from the ESMI sensors exhibited the largest SAIDI and SAIFI in all regions
and sub-regions. The next largest values were recorded through surveys of the experiences of businesses via the
WBEnterprise Survey.Measured grid reliability in the same year and location reported by the national utility via

Figure 2. Status quo comparisons of SAIDI and SAIFI across all datasets in Tanzania, Kenya, and India and sub-regions. Decentralized
systems are noted inwarm colors (orange and pink)while centralized grid systems are in cool colors (greens and blues).Marker shape
designates the data collectionmethod.Horizontal dashed linesmark the threshold between Tiers 4 and 5 in the ESMAPMulti-tier
framework. All values are taken from the closest period to 2016, are scaled by data availability to represent one full year and have
momentary andMED cut-offs applied. For complete details see SI.2.
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theWBDoing Business Surveywas often an order ofmagnitude lower than both the values fromESMI and the
Enterprise Surveys. As reported by Taneja andTait, there is significant reason to suspect utility-reported values
as under-reporting actual outages because of either omission of low-voltage data collection by the utilities or
flawed incentives of utilities reporting their own performance to potential sources of funding (Tait 2017,
Taneja 2017). Future research into themagnitude of under-reporting is necessary. Although cautionmust
always be placed on data collected from surveys, the large difference between the reported reliability from the
twoWorld Bank surveys is still striking as also noted by Taneja (2017) andAyaburi et al (2020). If the ESMI data
is taken as representative of regional household electricity reliability, then the difference in reliability between
ESMI and the customer surveys indicates that customersmay in fact be significantly underreporting grid
unreliability, contrary tomost literature that indicates that customers tend to overestimate supply problems
(Numminen and Lund 2019).

The SAIFI and SAIDI from theKPLC feeder voltage data inNairobi were 2 and 14 times less, respectively,
than the SAIFI and SAIDI from the ESMI sensors alsomeasuring the grid inNairobi. TheDoing Business Survey
for thewhole country, which came indirectly from the same utility, had a 170%higher SAIDI and 60% lower
SAIFI than theKPLC feeders. Therefore, the KPLC feeder data was investigated to explain this divergence from
the other datasets and to illustrate how three factors (the level of the electricity grid, geographic scope, and
temporal granularity) to impact reliabilitymeasurement in SI.5. In summary, sensors closer to residential
households (in terms of geographic proximity and similar lower-voltage levels) andmeasured at higher
temporal resolution reveal higher numbers and durations of outages. This indicates that in order to evaluate the
experienced household electricity reliability for SDG7, high temporal and spatial resolution data directly
measured at the household level is necessary.

A focus on decentralized system reliability reveals comparable reliability to their local and national grids. In
thefirst documented empirical evaluation of the reliability of SHS in a developing country, SHS had fewer
outages than the local grid, even by the grid’s own reporting. The annual duration of outages for SHSwas
dramatically lower than the other household-level datasets in all three locations. The SAIDI achieved is
equivalent to approximately fifty-sixminutes of outage per customer per day.When comparing SAIFI between
the grid and SHS, andwhen examining a regional comparison of SAIDI and SAIFI in Arusha, SHS performed
significantly better than the grid in terms of reliability. The SPG reported byNumminen showed a slightly larger
SAIDI than the other datasets, but a SAIFI slightly less than the other results fromUttar Pradesh. Thesefindings
uniquely contribute to the literature on decentralized energy system reliability in developing countries and show
promising results for decentralized solar energy systems to be able to provide reliable electricity for household
lighting.

While promising, these results do not necessarily imply that decentralized systems are better overall choices
based solely on their improved reliability. The other indicators in ESMAP’sMTF such as quality, capacity, and
safety, and affordability are all vital parts of the comparison and are evaluated inmore detail elsewhere (Groh
et al 2016, Graber et al 2018). This article seeks only to inform the reliability aspect of the larger frameworks.

However, our empirical results do reveal important gaps in the existing frameworks formeasuring SDG7.
Based onmeasured duration and reliability, SHSwould supply Tier 5 service on the ESMAPMulti-tierMatrix
for Access toHousehold Electricity Supply butwould be categorized as between Tiers 1 and 2 due to capacity
(Bhatia andAngelou 2015). Numminen’s pico-grid achieves Tier 5 service for reliability, Tier 4 service for
duration, but only Tier 1 access for capacity.Whilemany of the local grids would supply Tier 5 capacity, they
only provide Tier 4 reliability based on surveys andmeter-levelmeasurements. Therefore, the notions of
reliability in ESMAP’sMTF donot necessarily line upwith the reality of deployed systems.While grids in
developing regions tend not tomeet reliability or affordability constraints, the SHSmaymeet reliability but not
capacity goals. The existing thresholds in theMTFneed continuous updating asmore reliability data becomes
available, and as energy efficiency improvements continue to providemore value from less power.

4.2. Comparisons on proposedmetrics
SAIDI and SAIFI values alone fail to reflect three key aspects of outages: the reasons for the outages, the timing of

the outages, and the fairness of outage distribution throughout the community. These aspects have been alluded
to but are rarely empirically examined in literature. The industry standardmetrics are further insufficient
because theywere designed tomeasure centralized grids rather than the newer renewable energy-based, stand-
alone, or decentralized systems. This article’s unique collection of datasets highlights the disparities in these
three vital aspects of reliability—all of which are indispensable when comparing the household experience of
reliability of across the scale of energy solutions.
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4.2.1. Reasons for outages
At present, it is only possible to separate the contribution of different outage reasons for the SHS dataset,
particularly to distinguish resource from technical outages inmeasured reliability, as well as represent the
additional toll on households from economic outages. Table 3 shows that whilemost of the events were
resource-based, the total durationwas dominated by economic outages. In all three cases, themedianwas less
than themeanwith large standard deviations indicatingwide distributions that are skewed right. Unlike other
SHS studies, battery degradationwas not a concern because the systems in question used high-quality lithium-
ion batteries andwere leased on an energy-as-a-servicemodel.

Of the 203 h/yr/household SAIDI (median=0, standard deviation=756) (representing only resource
and technical outages withMEDs andmomentary interruptions removed), 54% is attributed to resource
outages. Including economic outages instead of considering themunavailable time increases annual household
electricity unreliability four times. Affordability is thereore amajor part of household experienced reliability on
these pre-paid systems. In other words, while customers perceive technical outages to be themost concerning,
they are smallest contribution to experienced unreliably for SHS households. Because outages due to individual
customers’ economic challenges are not associatedwith utilities’ supplied reliability, the remaining results will
not include these outages when comparing the reliability of other energy sources. Unfortunately, other case
study datasets do not contain information on the economic status, or payment records, of the individual
households or customers, therefore patterns cannot be drawn across economic classes.

A recentUNReport on SDG7 found that, ‘The number of people without access to electricity increased in
2020 after declining over the previous six years, due to population growth and increased costs for basic electricity
services, which are nowunaffordable formore than 25million people who had previously gained electricity
access. An additional 85million people,mainly in developing Asia, could lose the ability to pay for an extended
bundle of electricity services andmay therefore need to scale back to basic electricity access’ (SDG7Technical
AdvisoryGroup 2021).When our concept of economic outages is placed against Gertler et al (2017)’s analysis on
the negative economic impacts of outages, a negative feedback cycle becomes apparent. These cycles, also called
vicious cycles (Schnitzer et al 2014) are createdwhen poor system reliability leads to depressed economic
circumstances, leading to low ability to pay, and thereforemore economic outages. Recognizing and quantifying
economic outages will only becomemore important for understanding the depths of energy poverty in the
future.

Recent efforts to upgrade components, improvemaintenance, and build necessary generation and
transmission capacity across grids in SSA promise to decrease the frequency and duration of both resource and
technical outages. Improvements in these categories of outages, or efforts to shift peak demand, do not erase the
existence of distinct categories of outages, only their proportions and timing. The analyses presented in this
article present a snapshot of outage durations, frequencies, reasons, timing, and distributions fromour case
studies at the time of collection.We fully expect specific values to change over time. In the near term, continued
monitoringwill be needed across all three categories of outages to improve real-time reliability investments.
Moving forward, our analysis frameworkwill be essential formaking long-term comparisons and guiding policy
to address themost pressing issues.

4.2.2. Timing of outages
Examining the timing of outages—in terms of the hourly outage state probability and hourly outage duration—
shows strongly different patterns depending on the dataset and reason for the outage, demonstrating the value of
this proposedmetric. Figures 3(A), (B) show the hourly probability of being in an outage state described by the
range of locations and the customer-weightedmean. The feeders show a bimodal patternwith a higher
probability of being in an outage state between 4–6 am and 9–10 pm. The higher probability for those hours is
equivalent to one day in three-and-a-halfmonths in an outage state. Both outage periods have a high likelihood
of large impacts on residential consumers, especially 9–10 pmwhich overlapswith peak demand from the feeder
load data. If outages on the utility grid are primarily technical outages due to random events, wewould expect to

Table 3.Descriptive statistics of SHS outages separated by the reason for the
outage.MEDs andmomentary events removed.

Duration of events, inminutes

Outage

Reason

Event

count Mean Median

Standard

deviation

Resource 1106 737 456 2,886

Technical 48 14,258 4,050 27,660

Economic 478 16,347 4,550 25,061
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see aflatter distribution.However, the bimodal pattern suggests that outages aremore dependent upon usage
patterns than purely random events, potentially also implying load shedding during times of peak load. The
grid-connected household data has amuchflatter distributionwith slight increases between 10am and 5 pm.

The depictions of outage duration by starting time in figures 3(C)–(E) are indicative of the architecture of the
different systems and the reasons for their outages. The SHS show a clear decreasing trend for resource outages
with amaximummedian outage duration of 15 h at 5 pm, aminimummedian outage duration of 3 h at 1 pm,
and awider range of outage durations between 3–5 pm. This pattern results from the SHS’s ability to recharge
during the day, but if a resource outage starts at sunset (nominally 6:30 pm year-round in Tanzania), then the
outagewill last until the system can rechargewhen the Sun rises approximately 12 h later. Theminimummedian
outage duration represents the amount of time needed for the batteries to recharge enough for users to regain
access to electricity, not necessarily to fully recharge the batteries. The feeder and grid-connected household
results do not show such clear patterns. The durations of outages on grid-connected households are notably
much larger than those on grid feeders or SHS.

There are several important ways that this proposed approach can be used for real reliability improvements.
By correlating outage incidences and durationswith the time of the day and load, the utility—or other energy
systemprovider—can better direct investments towards fixing those that impact reliability themost. For
example, frequent load shedding indicates inadequate generation capacity or transmission constraints, while
more random events during those same peak-load hours,may indicate specific overloaded equipment that
needs upgrading. This proposed analysis can also informmore practical policies such as real-time, dynamic
maintenance schedules that determine howmanymaintenanceworkers are needed to respond to outages
occurring at different times of the day andnight, and howmaintenance equipment should be stationed
throughout a city. Understanding the causes of outages combinedwith their timing is useful because it points to
different sets of ‘technological, economic, or political solutions’ for improving reliability (Gertler et al 2017). For
SHS, this analysis can be used to identify ideal customers for upgrades in addition to informing solar-to-battery
ratios optimized for customer user patterns. Ideal customers to upgrade have few economic outages (indicating
sufficient ability to pay) butmany resource outages, particularly in the evening (indicating i) insufficient battery
sizing for their usage if batteries are fully recharged daily, and/or ii) insufficient solar capacity if batteries are not
fully recharged daily). The systems in questionwere fully recharged daily, indicating battery sizing was themore
severe constraint. Customers on systemswithmore predictable outage patterns at the same SAIDI and SAIFI
levels aremore likely to be able to access the benefits of electricity.

Figure 3.Timing of outages for SHS, KPLC, and ESMIKenya datasets. Twoproposedmetrics applied to each dataset show the
importance of considering outage timing. 3.A-B on top depict the probability of theNairobi grid being in an outage state for each hour
of the day from two different datasets. 3.C-E on bottomdepict the durations of outages starting during each hour of the day. The box-
and-whisker plots display themedian and range, and the red dots display the customer-weightedmean. Differences between the
median andmean indicate significantly skewed distributions.
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4.2.3. Fairness of outage distribution
In addition to intra-household access fairnessmentioned earlier, there is also a need for increased emphasis on
inter-household fairness. BothAidoo andBriggs (2018) andDunn et al (2019) explore spatial and temporal
disparities in grid outages in different settings andwith differentmethods. Aidoo andBriggs usedmessages to
theDumsor Report in Accra, Ghana to evaluate the degree towhich rolling blackouts disproportionately hurt
poorer neighborhoods. They found that daily, the poorest housing quintile received an average of 7.5 h of
electricity while the richest received 17.5 h even though 12 hwere pledged equally to all neighborhoods. The top
residential and commercial tax class received electricity nearly 24/7 (Aidoo andBriggs 2018). Our examination
of the ESMIKenya data found that ‘low income’households received over twice the outage duration and
frequency as ‘high income’ households inNairobi, Kenya. Dunn et al used grid outage data scraped from the
websites of utilities in theWesternUnited States and found that grid performance spanned orders ofmagnitude
within service territories, uncovering significant policy implications (Dunn et al 2019).

The Lorenz curves infigure 4 show surprising and important results for both outage counts and durations.
AlthoughAidoo andBriggs noted dramatic differences in outage durations between poor and rich
neighborhoods inGhana, their data (reproducedwith permission) had themost equal distribution of the
datasets presented. The SPGhad themost equal distribution of outage counts, partially attributable to system’s
architecture where customers are cut off jointly during an outage. The SHS, in both counts and duration, had the
least equal distributions of outages, withmany systems having no outages over their sample period.While
perfect reliability is an ideal, due to the nature of battery-constrained systems, a SHS user only receives a resource
outage if they have used all the daily kWh available. Therefore, a householdwith afixed system size receivesmore
kWh (therefore, benefit) from their SHSwhen they havemore resource outages. The variationwithin the ESMI
datasets and between the datasets located inKenyawere also noteworthy.Of the ESMI datasets, the distributions
of outage durations and counts for Indiaweremore unequal than the distributions for Tanzania andKenya,
whichwe attribute to geographic scope. The 437 sensors in India are located across twenty-three states, while the
59 sensors inKenya and 25 sensors in Tanzania were all located inNairobi andDar es Salaam respectively.While
theKPLC voltage data andKPLC incident reports (both for the greaterNairobi area) showed similar outage
count distributions, and theKPLC voltage data and ESMIKenya data showed similar outage duration
distributions, the KPLC voltage data andKPLC incident reports had less-equal distributions of outage counts
than the ESMIKenya data. This difference is particularly notable because theKPLC feeder voltage wasmeasured
at a higher level of the grid than the household-level ESMIKenya data, therefore we expected there to bemore
shared outages andmore similar outage durations between feeders.

Figure 4.Comparison of energy system reliability inequality using Lorenz curves. Adapted Lorenz curves show the cumulative share
of the population of each systemon theX-axis against a Y-axismeasuring: A. Cumulative share of outage durations as a proxy for
SAIDI. B. Cumulative share of outage frequencies as a proxy for SAIFI. Each available dataset is presented alongwith a black linewith
slope=1 representing the ideal, perfect equality of outages. Blue and green lines represent grid datasets, while orange and pink
represent decentralized systems. ‘GhanaDumsor’ is summarized and printedwith permission fromAidoo andBriggs (2018).
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These proposedmetrics show that the currentmetrics, SAIDI and SAIFI, are not sufficient for describing the
reasons for outages, the timing of outages, or the fairness of outage distribution on individual electricity access
solutions and therefore across the continuumof options.

5. Policy implications for addressing energy poverty in theGlobal South

The above empirical analysis provides crucial insights into the reliability of experienced household electricity
access in Tanzania, Kenya, and India. Our findings suggest several immediate policy implications and
underscore the need for furtherwork to understand the unreliability of household electricity access across the
scale of solutions.

Implication 1. Studies that evaluate the impacts of unreliability need high temporal and spatial resolution data
directlymeasured on the communities of interest.

Prevailingmethods use nationally aggregated annual SAIDI or SAIFI to evaluate business and economic
development. This aggregation fails to adequately represent themagnitude, range, and nuance of reliability,
therefore obscuring insights.Without an understanding of the timing of outages and alternatives available to
end-users, the prevailingmethods are severely lacking.

Implication 2. For household electricity access in particular, the existing reliabilitymetrics (SAIDI, SAIFI,
Multi-Tier Framework) are insufficient for informing SDG7policy decisions.

Existingmetricsmeasure reliability of supply rather than experienced reliability (when the lights are on for
households rather thanwhen the system could supply power, i.e., the combination of
resource+technical+economic outages). SAIDI and SAIFI are not designed tomeasure decentralized
solutionswhichwill play a prominent role in energy access efforts alongside grid extension, particularly in the
short term and in rural areas. Households will nearly always have poorer electricity reliability than nearby urban
and/or industrial customers.

Implication 3.The affordability of energy access solutions is already becoming as important as access to the
solutions.

In the only data set available that had visibility into economic outages, they composed up to three quarters of
experienced unreliability. TheUN reports that the number of individuals who are losing their access to
electricity due to affordability issues is increasing. As households are becoming increasingly responsible for
procuring their own access in amarketplace, affordability is surpassing availability as the dominant barrier to
universal electricity access.

Implication 4. Fairness and equalitymust be at the forefront of efforts to improve the service quality of electricity
solutions in Sub-SaharanAfrica.

Fairness and inequality are not typically consideredwhen reliability enhancement decisions aremade.
Future investments and upgrades can prioritize increasing these aims such that a base level of service is achieved
for all. Not considering themharms our chances of achieving SDG7’smission, particularly reliability for all.

6. Limitations and opportunities for future research

There are a few important directions for additional investigation to build from this article. Namely: the
importance of qualitative research; balancing reliability with cost, particularly for SHS and SPG; addressing
load-limiting procedures in reliability analysis; and distinguishing the reliability effects of stacked systems.

Quantitative assessments such as ourwill benefit frommore qualitative and human-facing research into
subjective experiences of electricity reliability. Emerging literature such as Jacome et al (2019) andNumminen
and Lund (2019) are excellent examples of research creating qualitative and subjective indicators of reliability
grounded infieldwork and interviews.Measuring reliability inways that account for both providers and
customers perspectives can be an important way ofminimizing biases.

As noted above, the reliability of any stand-alone, solar-plus-storage system is dependent upon usage
patterns. For example, SHS customerswho use their systemmorewill havemore resource-driven outageswhen
their battery runs out for the night. This canmean that reliability data can bemore representative of usage data
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than systemperformance data (Lee andCallaway 2018). Although the ratio of the solar and storage can always be
modified to reduce outages, some customersmay find itmore beneficial to have a cheaper system that is used to
its full capacity. Some of the existing literature on decentralizedminigrids addresses this tradeoff between cost
and technical reliability, (Lee et al 2014, Lee andCallaway 2018) but further community-facing research is
needed to address how this tradeoff plays out in the design, selection, and use of SHS and SPG.

Another limitation is that outage statistics do not reflect load-limiting procedures. The SHS studied here (as
well asNumminen’s SPG in India andQuetchenbach’smicro-hydrominigrid in Bhutan) limit household loads
when they are capacity constrained and threatened by resource-driven outages. Although these procedures allow
individuals to receive some energy services (generally lighting), they are prevented fromusing larger appliances.
This suppressed demand is generally not considered an outage even though the experience is significantly
affected. Future research on the behavioral dynamics between load-limiting procedures and demand-response-
type behavior by individuals to reduce the occurrence or effects of load-limits is crucial.

Finally, there is a trend towards energy system stacking for improving overall experienced reliability. In
India, it is not uncommon for off-grid-systems,minigrids, and the national grid to operate side by side in
unreliable-grid areas, and for some customers to have connections to all three (LightingGlobal 2018).While the
analysis here omits stacking effects, futurework on household experienced reliability should address stacked
systems, especially to evaluate the revealedwillingness to pay for added reliability. Nigeria, a country with low
grid reliability and a large reliance on back-up systems, offers an ideal location.We refer readers to analyses by
Barman et al (2017), Pelz et al (2021), and Sharma et al (2020) for examples in India.

7. Conclusion

This article fills key gaps our understanding of the electricity reliability of energy access in developing countries
by providing one of thefirst detailed evaluations ofmeasured SHS reliability in SSA in peer-reviewed literature
and highlighting the importance of economic outages. It provides a representative review of the existing
empirical literature; compiles a unique collection of datasets in a global survey of energy access; and proposes a
common framework to analyze outage causes, timing, and the fairness of outage distribution.

The above case studies show that SHS provide comparable reliability to their local grids, but the distributions
of outages were less equitable than for other sources. Grid reliabilitymeasurements are highly sensitive to
geographic scope, temporal granularity, and the level of the electricity grid, causing orders ofmagnitude
differences between values. Outages can be categorized as resource, economic, or technical, eachwhich have
different timing patterns and outage distributions. And finally, economic outages, conspicuous in PAYGo SHS
customers’ experienced reliability, compose a significant portion of experienced unreliability and are severely
underrepresented in reliabilitymetrics and broader reliability literature.

While the SAIDI and SAIFI results fromour datasets are compelling, they are insufficient for understanding
household electricity reliability in isolation. Themagnitude of electricity unreliability in developing countries
and the entrance of decentralized technologies highlight the limits of existingmetrics. In failing to account for
the reasons, timing, or distribution of outages, SAIDI and SAIFI are insufficient for comparing the household
experience of reliability of energy solutions and prioritizing solutions. Our outage categorization framework,
presentation of outage timing, and use of the Lorenzmethodology to examine outage inequality are
generalizable for use by future researchers.

Since reliability is defined tomeasure howwell the provider is supplying power, it does not necessarily
represent the recipient’s experience. For example, our inclusion of economic outages increased experienced
unreliability by a factor of four. Since reliable electricity is an enabling factor for nearly all Sustainable
Development Goals, if individuals are still not receiving reliable power, these outages should also be quantified
and addressed.

This research provides an example of the insights available when reliability data ismade public, bolstering
calls for all stakeholders to quantify and share data on the reliability of electricity systems and include reliability
in energy access policy and regulation.

In these efforts, there will be a tension between the need for increased emphasis on reliability and an
overreliance on any individualmetric. In an era of increasing quantification, whilemetrics for easy comparison
are seductive, they can lead to oversimplification and homogenization if not grounded in qualitative
understandings (Mennicken and Espeland 2019).While we encourage ongoing qualitative scholarship on
understanding energy poverty alongside energy literacy efforts for households, we also encourage transparency
and standardization (as well as acknowledgement of nuance) in reporting practices throughout the sector. These
are necessary, but not sufficient, first steps towards understanding the full landscape of electricity reliability from
which futurework canfindwhere simplifications are, or are not, appropriate.
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Lee et al (2019) details the opportunities and risks for key stakeholders from increased data sharing in the
context of expanding electricity access. They note that standardization and transparency into the reliability of
electricity products allows individuals tomake themost informed decision. This transparency allows for
increased competition between providers resulting in better services provided for end users and allows
governments, investors, and development institutions to encourage the best performing systems through
performance-based regulation and investment (Lee et al 2019). This article study demonstrates the possibilities
and insight gainedwhen full detailed data is available, however rare. The appropriate balance between the
complexity of data needed tomeasure reliability accurately, and simply communicating findings to
policymakers and households can be found only after we are aware of the full landscape.

In the discourse of energy access policy,modeling, and literature, centralized and decentralized solutions are
rarely compared on equal footing, even though inmany cases they are alreadyworking in concert to achieve
improved energy access across communities andwithin households. As decentralized energy systems actively
redefine howmillions receive electricity access, they can also redefine howwemeasure, compare, and regulate
access. This study uniquely demonstrates howdistributed solar technologies can be compared to utility
electricity and can contribute to household electricity reliability in developing communities to truly achieve
‘access to affordable, reliable, sustainable andmodern energy for all.’
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